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The  Gender  Study  Cell  Report  for  the  academic  year  2018-2019  provides  a  comprehensive

overview of the initiatives, achievements, and challenges encountered in our efforts to promote

gender equality and foster a more inclusive campus environment. Through the dedicated work of

the Gender Study Cell, we have made significant strides towards advancing gender equity and

addressing issues related to gender discrimination and bias.

Key highlights from the Gender Study Cell Report include:

Women Up: The teachers and students of the English department attended the second edition of

the Women up Summit held from 27 -28 October 2018 at Jawahar Kala Kendra Jaipur. The 2018

Summit has Trailblazers talk about their stories - unique and often unheard narratives of women

across class and caste barriers who stepped out and have not only redefined and reshaped their

lives but also those of others within their communities. The session included "you can't size my

soul" by Dolly Singh in the conversation with Kaveri Lalchand, The Explorer:  The road not

taken by Nirupa Roy in conversation with Aakriti Periwa, "Changing Narratives of Women

in Cinema" Vani Tripathi in conversation with Meeta Kapoor, "Handle your own baggage",

Manju Devi in conversation with Radhika Sharma. The session deserves special mention as

Manju Devi stands tall in her fraternity being the first woman kulli working for North-Western

Railways. She is the sole breadwinner for her family.
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As we reflect on the achievements and challenges of the past year, the Gender Study Cell remainscommitted

to advancing gender equality and promoting a campus culture that values diversity, respect, and  inclusion.

Through continued collaboration and collective action, we strive to create a more equitable and just society

for all.

Report Prepared by Coordinator of Cell: Dr. Ajay Kumar D ndotiya
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